DESIGN / PROFILE
CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT
A Waldo Works project in
west London highlights
the owner’s funky
collection of furniture;
Tom Bartlett’s vision for
the International Lounge
at Selfridges included
this gorgeous glass panel
by Sterling Studios; and
CRA terrazzo and lino
coffee table group, price
on request, Waldo Works
Studio. BACKGROUND
Tom’s go-to flooring
solution – Marmoreal
engineered marble, from
£390 per sq m, Max Lamb
for Dzek Dzek

TOM
BARTLETT

PHOTOGRAPHY (WEST LONDON TOWNHOUSE) TOM MANNION;
(SELFRIDGES) RUY TEIXEIRA; (PORTRAIT) JOAKIM BLOCKSTROM

As head of Waldo Works Studio,
Tom’s mission in life is creating epic
spaces – whether residential or retail
– that focus firmly on the individual

T

Words ⁄ Fiona McCarthy

om Bartlett founded Waldo Works Studio
(named after his first home, a converted spice
warehouse in west London) with interior
designer Sasha von Meister and architect
Andrew Treverton in 2000, quickly forging a
reputation for luxe, lush and deeply comforting
functional interiors much loved by the likes of Jade Jagger and
Cara Delevingne. They’ve since created glamorous retail
spaces for Fortnum & Mason’s Beauty Floor and Selfridges’
personal shopping suites, Smythson’s stores in London and
New York, groovy interiors for The Laslett hotel in Notting
Hill and a penthouse apartment in the iconic Neo Bankside
building next door to Tate Modern. Tom also consults for Yoo
(the company headed by John Hitchcox and Philippe Starck)
on large-scale residential and hotel developments around the
world. Here, he reveals his design secrets…
What was your first taste of design?
My dad was a builder and my mum worked at Biba – they were
eccentric and eclectic and I remember us moving into a
run-down house in Notting Hill after Biba closed and Mum
bringing all the shop furniture with her. We lived on the top
floor for three years until the house was finished – it had
blood-red walls and was filled to the brim with antiques.
How did you get into the industry?
During a year out from studying architecture in Manchester,
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CLOCKWISE FROM
ABOVE Acanthus
Caledonian and
Embankment tiles,
£34.96 each, Fired
Earth; modern British
designs, including
Nocturne’s Gil table
lamp, £560, feature in
Waldo Works’ refit of
The Laslett hotel; Tom
Bartlett’s design for the
penthouse at London’s
Neo Bankside; the
striking décor created
by Waldo Works for
Fortnum & Mason’s
Beauty Floor; Tom
makes a statement with
the Lui5 chair, approx
£3,688, Philippe
Bestenheider for Fratelli
Boffi. BACKGROUND
Marmoreal engineered
marble, as before
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I worked with interior designers Justin Meath Baker and
Christopher Neville. They were redoing a big historical house
that had burnt down and I really connected with the way they
combined architecture with interior design, working with
conceptual rigour and whimsy too. It inspired me to finish my
studies at The Bartlett School of Architecture at UCL.
How does Waldo Works approach each project?
We try to connect the heritage of a place with the mood of the
present – throwing stuff around just to look nice doesn’t feed a
home’s soul. We like giving a space a heart by creating a story
that helps to guide every decision, from walls to door knobs.
How do you do that?
We spend as much time as possible getting to know the client
– we’re incredibly nosy – it can sometimes be almost like
therapy! We use their interests and passion as a starting point.
For example, one young Russian couple loved travelling, so we
created a theme for the colours and geometries of the house
inspired by Russian Constructivist posters. On the other hand,
for a big glass apartment overlooking the Thames, the way light
felt across the space, from day to night, gave us the celestial idea
of using milky hues for dawn light at one end, warmer shades in
the middle and darker colours at the other end.
What are the practical considerations for designing a space?
75 per cent of what we do is about creating good architecture –
getting the bones of the house right and dividing the place into
sanctuaries for retreat and public areas for enjoying with
family and friends. Think about the things that are most
important to you – and don’t underestimate the
importance of spaces such as the bathroom. If you
love having a bath, but decide to skimp on this in
favour of an expensive kitchen (which you’ll barely
use), how annoyed will you be?
How do you stay true to a building’s roots?
For The Laslett, we combined five Grade II-listed
buildings. When we ripped everything out, we found
old details hidden behind the plasterboard, which we
used as templates for the cornicing and skirting. It lent
the redesign an honesty and respect, but with
contemporary furniture and lighting, it felt modern –
like staying at a cool friend’s house rather than a hotel.
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Do you have any signature touches?
I like to keep things loose – unfitted furniture helps to make
a room feel relaxed. There’s always a bit of red to draw the eye
and a statement chair too, such as Fratelli Boffi’s Lui5.
Connecting rooms with a detail also takes people on a journey
– in one house, we designed some grooves like sound waves
into the panelling of one room, which then reappeared
elsewhere as a pattern for the fireplace. Geometrical shapes
such as cones are a useful repetitive tool, especially in different
scales, to remind you of a theme from one room to the next.
What does home mean to you?
Home is the old spice warehouse I bought years ago, often a
huge mess of pieces coming and going because I like to really
test things out and know how they really work. Home should
reflect who you are, surrounded by things that aren’t just for
show but have meaning, like the pair of funny old wonky
candlesticks, which were my granny’s pride and joy.
Is there anything you consider essential for each project?
Always prepare for the unexpected: allow for a contingency
fund that covers 10-20 per cent of the proposed total building
cost, so you can cope with any nasty surprises.
What’s a good design tip if you’re working to a budget?
Don’t pay out for expensive paint – I go Dulux all the way.
Spend money on one thing and do that one thing well –
whether it’s the walls, floors or a bathtub.
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[ P.S ]
Who is on your dream
dinner party guest list?

[Actor] Kirsten Wiig (because
she’s so funny), [architect]
John Pawson (because he’s so
funny), Melinda Stevens (Condé
Nast Traveller editor), Biba
founder Barbara Hulanicki and
[architect] Carlo Scarpa (but
he would need to be alive!).

What’s the first thing you
bought for your home?

A shiny blue resin floor to cover
up the concrete – it’s not quite
as shiny now, but it is still
blue. And a huge rug – which
the dog immediately peed on.

What would you save if
your house was on fire?

Apart from the obvious people,
I have a Memphis ceramic totem
by Gio Schiano I’m very fond of.

What’s your favourite
holiday destination?

The Hotel Condesa DF in Mexico
City – it’s such an incredibly
vibrant and surprising place.

What was the last book
you read?

PHOTOGRAPHY (NEO BANKSIDE, FORTNUM & MASON) RUY TEIXEIRA; (WEST LONDON TOWNHOUSE)
TOM TEASDALE; (SMYTHSON) SKYLER SMITH

I have two on the go at present
– A Tale for the Time Being by
Ruth Ozeki and Philip K Dick’s
The Man in the High Castle.

What’s a good way of adding interest to a space?
We designed a wall of storage in the apartment in Neo Bankside
to be both graphic and practical – it holds the collected objects
within a simple design that’s also a statement in itself. It’s this
mix that makes a home feel dynamic but personal.
How do you decide on colour schemes?
Paintings are a great source for ideas on what colours work
together. Pick a painting you love (you don’t have to own it, it can
be any painting) and extrapolate from that – but it’s not about
matching colour schemes with a piece of art, it’s more about
creating harmony between walls, floors and furniture.
What are your favourite materials of the moment?
I love the way the random patterning in Marmoreal slabs create
energy in a room. I never use it polished, it should feel like a warm,
worn church floor. I love the soft feel of lino too as a topping for
desks and shelves – and even as a bathroom wall treatment as it’s
waterproof to a degree – teaming a strong colour with brass trim
between the panels looks beautiful. In one house, we used handdipped, hand-cut tiles inspired by Debenham House in Holland
Park in a mix of sizes and colour to lend variation and interest.
How do you like to be innovative with your designs?
We try not to repeat how we use materials, so I’m always looking
for new techniques and technologies – a recent discovery is
printed glass. In a house in Chiswick, the owner has a very specific
day- and night-time ritual in the bathroom, so it has two separate
rooms – one has a bath with a chair, with a white marble floor and
a night-time scene; the other has a shower and loo, with an image
of the sky at dawn, both printed on glass panels lining the walls.
Finally, do you ever break the rules?
I like to add a little bit of punk at the end of everything – it’s a trick
I learnt from Jade (Jagger) when we were working on jewellers
Garrard together. She joked we should finish it off with a can of
spray paint – graffiti style – across the silk walls. Of course, we
didn’t, but it would have been memorable. My motto is you can’t
read good taste unless there’s a bit of bad taste in the room.
For more info about Waldo Works Studio, visit waldoworks.com

CLOCKWISE FROM
ABOVE Waldo Works’
design for a crisp,
contemporary fireplace
adds a radical edge to a
west London townhouse;
Bond Street retailer
Smythson gets the Tom
Bartlett touch; and the
Memphis-style Callimaco
floor lamp by Ettore
Sottsass for Artemide,
from £816, makes its
mark in the Waldo
Works renovation of the
west London townhouse
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